
“Iʼm very comfortable working with HB Cruises and my clients are relieved that HB Cruises is a one - stop - shop. 
HB Cruises is an extension of my services, and the transition from HB Cruises to the cruise line is seamless. Clients 
sometimes worry that attendees might not book in the group block because of the options they see on the Internet; 
however, internet bookings arenʼt always the deals they appear to be! Vicki Fernandez has gotten on calls with my 
clients to educate them on how to sell their group cruise to their attendees. Our business is all about relationships, 
and our relationship with HB Cruises has expanded my interest in sourcing cruises!”

“Working with HB Cruises was not only comfortable but educational and most enjoyable! We partnered well 
together, collaborating in the best interest of my clients. Vicki Fernandez presented to the executives and me with 
a relaxed confidence as she shared the expertise of HB Cruises. Landry & Klingʼs tenure as the leader in group 
cruising and Vickiʼs knowledge of the charter process gave them the assurance that we could successfully handle 
their Alaska cruise charter. I now have more interest to source cruises and want to develop more cruise clients.”

 Cindy Marmino - CASE, HMCC – Director, Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

“I love working with HB Cruises because I knowthey have the best interests of my client as their priority. They answered 
all of our questions quickly and thoroughly and guided us to the best cruise contract. They provided easy and 
seamless connection with my client and quickly scheduled conference calls to alleviate any concerns. Itʼs definitely
worthwhile to sell a cruise program - I only need to send the initial specs to HB Cruises and then they do all the 
work. In fact, itʼs so easy that I always suggest a cruise option to my incentive groups. My client was very happy and 
has booked at least one cruise each year.”

Rebecca Bucher - Senior Director, Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeRebecca Bucher - Senior Director, Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

Mary Jo Malone - Director, Global Accounts ,HelmsBriscoeMary Jo Malone - Director, Global Accounts ,HelmsBriscoe

“If you are not super savvy on cruises, and all the little nuances that are different in the cruise world, HB Cruises is 
a one-stop shopping experience.  Hand your group over in confidence to “experts”; they do it as professionally as 
we handle hotels. Commission from HB Cruises for my full ship charter was pretty darn big, substantially larger 
than hotels.  Throw a cruise into the mix, throw a curve ball to your regular incentive clients doing the same thing 
over and over again. Offer them the services of HB Cruises; they will be happy and you will make more money
than you do on a land only program.” 

Bruce Bute – Senior Director, Global Accounts – HelmsBriscoe                                                 Bruce Bute – Senior Director, Global Accounts – HelmsBriscoe                                                 

What Your Colleagues are Saying: 



“I would like to express my appreciation and gratitude to HB Cruises for the services provided to my client. This 
client is a non-profit religious organization that booked a full cruise buyout. We competed with the #1 cruise 
provider for religious groups, and we won! My client is impressed with HB Cruises knowledge of the industry, 
professionalism of their staff, and the quality of services provided. They listened to the clientʼs needs, found the 
right ship, and followed up with resources. As HelmsBriscoe is the pioneer of the site selection industry, HB Cruises 
are the pioneers of corporate cruising. The relationship I have with HB Cruises has increased my interest in 
sourcing cruises – and using HB Cruises -- an organization with the vision for selling quality cruise programs. I 
would like to thank HB Cruises and highly recommend them for your future cruise prospects. 

Barb Busak - Manager Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeBarb Busak - Manager Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

Lori Morgan - Senior Director, Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeLori Morgan - Senior Director, Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

“HB Cruises has been reinvented over the past five years with Landry & Kling, and itʼs now up to date. I knew that 
Landry & Kling had an excellent reputation, so HB Cruises would be a great addition for our company. At first I had 
some hesitations, but after the first HB Cruises contract, any apprehensions I had were gone - especially since they 
did all the work! My biggest cruise client was so impressed with HB Cruises -- amazed they were able to source and 
charter an entire cruise ship that met our criteria with only six months lead time!” 

“Honestly, I knew almost nothing about booking a cruise before working with HB Cruises. Their team was fantastic,
Vicki Fernandez clearly explained everything and was prompt with responses to questions and concerns. Our
client loved the fact that I was able to source a ship for him, and Iʼd love to do more cruise programs!”

“ HB Cruises really are the experts in their field. My client and I would be lost without them. Their 30 years of
experience shows in their ability to get what my client needs for their conference from the cruise line. Neither my
client or I had ever booked a cruise and they walked us both through the process and provided much needed
insight. They have helped us all the way from initial inquiry, to contract, to a registration service, managing our 
cabin block and attendee requests!!! They are a very experienced full service provider from beginning to end. 
I canʼt wait to work with them again on another cruise! “

Carolyn Coughlin - Director Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeCarolyn Coughlin - Director Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

Stacey Jarmon - Manager Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeStacey Jarmon - Manager Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe

What Your Colleagues are Saying: 



“ My client and I were very comfortable working with HB Cruises. After I introduced them, theyʼve had full and
immediate communication, keeping me in the loop. It makes me happy that I can hand my client over to a sister
company and know they will receive as much care and attention as I would give them. My client loves this little
cruise family we have put together for a quite substantial charter. HB Cruises managed my client through a 
tremendous amount of information while I managed the HB relationship - it worked really well for everyone. It is SO 
worthwhile selling a cruise - the savings and ease of use are wonderful! I would love to do more cruises and am 
confident I can sell it better now because Iʼve learned so much - thank you HB Cruises for being a wonderful teacher!”

Nell Nicholas - Senior Director Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoeNell Nicholas -  Senior Director Global Accounts, HelmsBriscoe
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